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ON THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF REGISTERS NEEDED TO
EVALUATE A SPECIAL CLASS OF BACKTRACK TREES (*)
by U. TRIER 0)
Communicated by J. BERSTEL

Abstract. - We dérive a lower bound for the average number of registers Rp (h) needed to
evaluate the family SPp(h) of non-uniformly distributed binary trees introduced by~P. W. Purdom.
This family consists of binary trees of height less thon or equal to h. Based on a parameter
pe[0, 1], the probability of a particular tree Te^ p (/î) is given by a recursively defïned fonction.
We show that Rp(h) is smaller than 2, for 0^p^l/2, and thai/for \/2<p<li it grows up to at
least O (log(h))TNear p = 1, Rp(h) jumps toh+\.
Résumé. - Nous décrivons une borne inférieure sur le nombre moyen Rp (h) de registres nécessaires
pour évaluer la famille J^p(h) d'arbres binaires^ distribués de façon non uniforme, introduite par
P. W. Purdom. Cette famille est constituée d'arbres binaires de hauteur au plus h. Pour un
paramètre p e [0, 1] donné, la probabilité d'un arbre Te^p(h) est donnée par une fonction définie
rècursivement. Nous montrons que Rp(h) est inférieur à 2 pour O^pS 1/2, et que, pour l/2<p<l,
elle dépasse O (log h). Près de p = 17 Rp (h) saute à h + 1.

1. INTRODUCTION AND BASIC DEFINITIONS

Let T=(I9 L, r) be an extended binary tree [7, p. 399] with the set of
internai nodes I (nodes of degree 2), the nonempty set of leaves L (nodes of
degree 0) and the root r. The one node tree is denoted by " D " . For any two
nodes u, velKJL, let d(u, v) be the "distance" from u to v9 which is defïned
as the length of the shortest path from u to v ( = number of nodes on the
path minus 1). A node we ƒ U i - with d(r, w) = ï is said to be at level /. We
say that the tree T has height h, if the maximum level of a node in the tree
is equal to h.

(*) Received March 1992, accepted may 1993.
O Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universitàt Fachbereich Informatik (20) D-60054 Frankfurt/
Main.
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In [10], a family of binary backtrack trees SFp (/*), pe[0, 1],
heN0: = N U {0}, has been introduced, which consists of all extended binary
trees of height less than or equal to h, and where each tree Te^p(h)
is
associated with a nonnegative real number (pp h (T), recursively defined by:
a)

<pPih(\3):=p8hi0+l-p,hï:Q;

b) if the root r(T) has the two subtrees Tl9 T2e^p(h-l),

then

The numbers cppih(T), Te!Fp{h), define a probability distribution on J%(/*)
([5, Lemma 1]) In [5], the behaviour of additive weights ([4]) defined on
^p{h) has been investigated. In [11], these results have been generalized to
simply generated trees ([8]) of bounded arity. Lower and upper bounds for
the average stacksize over the family tFp{h) are derived in [6].
In this paper, we deal with the number of registers needed to evaluate a
tree Te^p(h)
optimally. In [1, 3], this register-function hs been investigated
for the family of extended binary trees with n leaves, in which all trees are
equally likely. For a given extended binary tree T, the register-function R(T)
is recursively defined as follows:
R(T):=

if r = " D " then 1
else if JR(7'1) = J R(r 2 ) then

RCTJ+l

else MAXiRiTt),

R(T2)),

where 7\ and T2 are the two subtrees of the root of T.
Figure 1 shows all trees Te^p(h),
h^2, together with their probabilities
q>ph(T) and their (encircled) number of required registers R(T).
The computation of the average number of registers Rp (h) over the family
$Fp{h) leads to a nonlinear double-recursive récurrence (Lemma 1). We are
not able to dérive its exact solution, but it is possible to find a nontrivial
lower bound for Rp(h), nontrivial in the sense that it is not a constant. This
will be done in the next section. In the sequel we shall omit the subscript p
to simplify the notation whenever possible.

2. THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF REGISTERS

Let J^(/I)(r): ={ TeSF{h)\R{T)^r}
be the set of all trees Te^(h) that
need r or less registers. The probability gr,h(p) (or short grh) that a tree
Informatique théorique et Applications/Theoretical Informaties and Applications
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Figure 1. - AU trees Te^p(h)

ïor h^2 together with <pp A (F) and /?(7) (encircled).

requires at most r registers is defined by:

e ^ < h ) (r)

The average number of registers over the family<F(h) is then given by:
(1)

with gOth = 0 and gft+i>/1== 1, A^O, because a binary tree of height h requires
at least 1 and at most AH-1 registers. Hence, an upper (lower) bound for grh
leads to a lower (upper) bound for R(h).
LEMMA 1: Let (r,

a) g r i O = l , r e N ;
C) gr,h=l-P+2Pgr,h-lgr-Lh-l~Pgï-l,h-l>

^2,

k^l.

Proof: The lemma follows from the observation that a tree TçtF{h){r) is
either the one node tree " D " , or it has two subtrees 7\, T2€^r(h~ 1), both
of them needing at most r—l registers or one of them needing exactly r
registers while the other requires at most r—l registers. D
Some basic observations about gr h are summarized in the following lemma.
vol. 27, n° 6, 1993
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LEMMA 2: The probability grh, that a tree TeJF (h) requires at most r
registers has the following properties:
h

N o ; d) gr,h*gr,h+l9
e) gr.H^gr + i.k + u (r,

(r, h)eN* No;

h)e\x\0;

Proof: Part a) of the lemma follows from the fact, that a binary tree of
height less than or equal to h requires at most h-hl registers. Part b) is true,
because the only tree of height less than or equal to h, which needs exactly
h+ 1 registers is the complete binary tree of height h, It has the probability
p2*1'1. Part c) is trivial. The parts d) and e) of the lemma can be proved
simultaneously by induction. For this purpose let Ar h:=zgr,h~gr,h+i anc*
Vr.k-=gr+Lh+i-gr.k- W e h a v e A i,o=A Vlf0 = 0, A lfJh+1 =0, tèl and
V 1 A = V1}fc+1 = 0, h^ 1. Furthermore A2 0 = 0 and V 2)0 = : 0. Now assume that
A S^
Ö
[Ö:A- 1]). By application
) ^0 and V Si ,^0, (s, /)e([l : r - 1] x N 0 )U({r} x
of the rules of finite calculus [2? p. 55] we find

r-u-iV f - u -i+&,jiV P -u-i). (3).

Multiplying out the right hand side of (2) we obtain

â (Ir, h

By an analogous computation we find for (3)

r .*)V P _ liA _ 1

+ 2^ r _ l t f c . 1 V P f i h _ 1 ^0. D
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Based on the Lemmata 1 and 2 it is a simple matter to dérive two additional
relations, that are worth to be stated, because one of them shows a relation
to the stacksize problem ([6]) of our family !F (h), and the other serves as an
introduction to Lemma 4.
LEMMA 3: The probability grh, that a tree Te^(h)
registers, satisfies the following relations:

. £ i , < r

9

requires at most r

h ) e \ x \ ;

b) grth*l-p+pgr.hgr-ltk-l9(r,

(4)

h)etixN.

D

Unfortunately both relations given in Lemma 3 are note very helpful at the
first glance, because there is no hope to solve the récurrence corresponding
to the first relation (4), and because the second relation leads to the récurrence

where F1(p): =\—p. This récurrence can be found in [6, p. 6], where it
appears in the computation of the lower bound for the corresponding stacksize probability. It has the following solution:
if

/>e[0, l J \ { l / 2 }

then

gr

ifp= {1/2} then ftffc^(
The corresponding upper bound for the average number of registers R(h)
over the family SF (h) satisfies
if 0
-p
if />=l/2,
P
where

H„ : = £

C(x): = £ d{r+\)tf,

P
\\i

l

dénotes

P

\ P Jj

the n-th harmonie

number,

and

| x | < l , where d(n) dénotes the number of positive

divisors of neN (see [6, Theorem 2]).
This is a trivial upper bound, because the number of registers required is
always smaller than or equal to the stacksize. However it is possible to
improve this upper bound for p= 1/2.
vol. 27, n° 6, 1993
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l:Letp=l/2.
Then gr ,h^Cr: = 1 ~(l/2) r , (r, A)eM x No, and the
average number of registers RQi) over thefamily tF(h) is smaller than 2.
THEOREM

Proof: Let p=l/2. We have l=gU0>glh=l/2^Cu
heN, and
=
£2,o £2, i = l "~ 1/4 = C 2 . By Lemma 1, and by our induction basis, we obtain
r , f c _ 1 C r _ 1 +pC r _ 1

= i(l

Introducing Mr h _r : = 1 — gr h, we have to solve

If we now define the generating fonction Mr (z) : = £ Mr „ z", with
Mr>o=l-grtr=p2r-\

wefind

and this leads to
M P (z)=p 2 r - 1 X (2 / > C r _ 1 )"z"+p(l-C r _ 1 ) 2 X z"
from which follows

The theorem follows by plugging this formula into formula (1). D
Now let us return to the lower bound for the average number of registers
over he family #*(A). As already mentioned, there is only a little chance to
solve the inhomogeneous récurrence related to (4), although it looks very
simple. However, as we shall see, we are able to dérive an easier and also
better relation than the one defined in (4).
LEMMA

4: Let lrth(p), (r, h)eN*N0,
'

(or short lrh), be defined as follows:
p2r-1)2,

(5)

I-K,*-!
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requires at most r registers

Proof: First we have to note, that there is a relationship between the
following two functional équations:

f{p)=\-p+pf{p)

and

f(p)=

l

f

Both équations have the same (nontrivial) solution f(p)= \\p — 1. Now let
/?re((l/2), 1) be the (unique) solution of the équation
grr=l-p2r~1=f(p).
tne
For OSpSPri
relation gr>rtkf(p) holds, hence, the récurrences related to
(4) and (5) both yield monotonically increasing séquences of functions. Therefore, Lemma 4 is true for 0?^pf^pri because, as we know from Lemma 2 d,
gr hSgr,h~n (r, h)eN*N, and we may concentrate on the case
pr^p^l.
In this case, the récurrences related to (4) and (5) both yield monotonically
decreasing séquences of functions with ƒ (p) as the limit. Because of this, and
by Lemma 3 a, gr r + x ^ lr r + x ^ lr r, r ^ 2. Furthermore, because the
récurrence (5) decreases faster than that related to (4), lr,r+2 = K,r+i=K,^
We now show, that f o r p r ^ p ^ \ the following relation holds:
gr.k^l-p+Pgr.kgr.k-i,

r^2,h^r

+ 2.

(6)

To show (6), let us recall that g Pfh =l
Now let us assume that A rlI _ 1 ^A r)ft _ 2s r ^ 2 . Then

Next let us assume that Ar
=

fc_1>Arft_2.

In this case, let r\rJl_1 be defïned

A

B a
as r)r,h-i'- gr,h-i-(l-p+Pglh-i-P ï,h-2)y short computation, we
find that r| r)ft _ 1 ^A Pjh _ 2 . This implies, that there is a yrh,
gr,h^yrthûgr,h-u
such that yr,h=l-p+pglh-1-p(gr,h-1-yr,h)2
and

Hence, the value yrh satisfies y r f t ^ l — p+pyr,hgr,h-2>

vol. 27, n° 6, 1993
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9r,k-2

Figure 2. — An illustration of Lemma 2 together with some quantifies
defined in the proof of Lemma 4.

Figure 2 shows an illustration of the results of Lemma 2 together with the
quantities r\r h _ x and yr h defined in the proof of Lemma 4. The proof shows,
that the upper bound for gr h is "better", when Ar ft_1^Ar ft_2, because we
do not loose as much information as in the case Ar ft_t >Ar h_2.
Figure 3 shows some examples for r = 4. Hère, A4 4 (<(>) = A 4 5 (((>). Note
that the function £4,5 —ru 5 is larger than g4i6, if A 4 5 > A 4 4 . N e a r / ? = 1 ,
the différence A 4 5 is smaller than A 4 4 . It makes no sensé to define
g 4 j 5 — r| 4 5 there, because, as the graph of it shows, it falls below g4t 6 there.
Remark: With équation (2) it is a simple matter to show that A 2 f t ^ A 2 h_u
h^3. The values pr, r^2, can be computed by numerical methods. For
example, p2 =,543689. . ., /? 3 = .502017. . .,/> 4 =.5000076. . .
With Lemma 4 we are now able to dérive a lower bound for the average
number of registers over the family J^ (h), because the "interleaved"
récurrence (5) can be solved by standard methods. We obtain
2: The probability grh, that a tree Te^(h)
registers, satisfies the folio wing relations:
THEOREM

r

'

re N, h^r,

p«h-rVVp2r-(l

-p)«h-rv2){\-2p+p2r)

requires at most r

'

h — r even,

Informatique théorique et Applications/Theoretical Informaties and Applications
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Figure 3. - The fonctions g 4i 4 , g 4 5, g 4 6 , g 4 5 - T|4i 5 and / 4

re

6

/ l

P

together with 1 -/> and ƒ (/>).

A - r odd.

Proof: We only depict the proof for A — r even. Let Ö 0 : = 1 — p2*'1,
let
6 0 : = 1, and let i? 0 : =ao/bo.
Then, for « ^ 1, the récurrence
i?„: =(ajbn): =(l~p)/(l-p(a»-l/b»-l))
can be translated into the following
system of récurrences for an and bn:

K'

=K-i-pQ-

The récurrence for bn can now be solved using the method of characteristic
polynomials. This solution can be used for a similar solution of the récurrence
for an. D
vol. 27, n° 6, 1993
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We can now plug the upper bounds for gr h into formula (1) and obtain
for even h:

kW2)-r22ro)W2)-rv2+22r)

We shall investigate the behaviour of sum £ . The investigation of the sum
i

Y, can be omitted, because its terms are interleaved with the terms of sum
u
J \ Hence, sum £ behaves similarly. Sum £ can be simplified to
i

u

i

y=

£

Pr(2p-

Unfortunately there does not seem to be a simple closed expression for an
asymptotic equivalent of £ . Euler's summation formula, for example, is not
very helpful, because it requires intégration with respect to r. Clearly, each
of the terms of £ is 0, if p = 0, and 1, if p— 1. Hence, we have to study, how
i

they grow up from 0 to 1. We find that the behaviour of each term of £ is
i

determined by its denominator. If p is small, the term
(l/p2h'2r)
r
r
r
(2/7— 1)(1 — p) is very large, hence, the other term p — (1 —p) has only little
influence on the total behaviour. However, if p is large (p near 1), the term
(l/p2h~2r) (2p- 1)(1 -~p)r is very small, and the total behaviour is determined
by the term pr-{\ -p)r. In this case, the complete term grows up to 1 with
slope about 1. Rougly speaking, we can summarize these observations as
follows:
The terms of £ are small for small values of p. If p gets larger, than for
i

each term of £ it reaches a value, where the term jumps up and then, as p
i

increases towards p = 1, also grows up to 1 with slope about 1.
Informatique théorique et Applications/Theoretical Informaties and AppHeations
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Given a real number pt somewhere near 1, we shall study, how many of
the terms of £ jump at p<pt, because they give a "contribution" to the
lower bound of the average number of registers R(h) at the "left hand side"
of pz. For instance, if r = 0, the corresponding term of £ is equal to p2h~1y
i

which means, that the jumping point is near 1. If r gets larger, the point
moves down, until there is not more a real jumping point (when p = (h/2) — 1).
Let us follow this intention and formalize what we mean, when we talk about
a jumping point. For this purpose let us define the jumping point to be the
point of intersection of the terms pr~ (1 — p)r and (l/p2h2r) (2p — 1) (1 — p)r, if
such a point exists, that is a value s-, (\/2)<s<\,
such that
sr~(l-s)r=:"(\/s2h~2r)(2s~\)(l~sy.
By a simple comparison of the derivatives of both terms at p= 1/2, we fïnd that for r = (h/2)-n, ne[l :h/2], there
is no such point of intersection, iff h>2n + 2l2n. In this case the term
pr — (l—py is always larger than (l/p2h 2r)(2p—l)(l—p)r, which can be
interpreted as a jumping point at the left hand side oîany value/?E, l/2</? e < 1.
These terms give a contribution to the lower bound of the average number
of registers R(h), however, their number is very small compared with h.
Let us proceed in the investigation of the points of intersection. This is
simplifïed by the fact, that the sum £ satisfies the relation

I+((I-\P)7P .

)

The right hand side of this relation behaves also "stairlike", however, the
slope at the "right hand side" of a jumping point is larger (about r— 1). For
a given h, we now consider an arbitrary pe, (\/2)<pe< 1, such that there is a
>o, r o e[0:(A/2)-l], which satisfies p?~2r° = (\ -/>e)r°- All terms of the sum
in (8) with r>r0 give a "contribution" to the average number of registers
R (h) for p smaller than pe. We now successively consider the families SF (2 h),
^(4h), . . ., tF(2lh\ . . ., ieN, and détermine the corresponding values rt,
ieN. In order to do this, let c: =log Pt (l -pc) and ld(x): =log 2 (x). Then for
each ieN we have to solve c ri = 22ift~\ Hence, ld(ri) + ld(c) = 2ih~2ri. The
term ld(c) may be neglected, therefore, we have to solve 2ri + ld(ri) = 2ih.
The solution of this équation is of the form ri&2i~l h — (i— l)/2. This means,
that whenever we duplicate the maximum height, we obtain a constant
vol. 27, n° 6, 1993
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number of significant terms more. We can summarize all these observations
in the following
THEOREM 3: Let pE: = l-e,for
some small e > 0 . Thenfor (1/2)<pS 1 and
for large h, (h - • oo), the average number of registers R (h) over thefamiîy 3F (h)
satisfïes the relation R(h)^rh(p),
where rh(p) has the following properties:
— rh{p) is a monotonically increasing function in the form of stairs;
— there are O (log (h)) steps at the €<left hand side" of pt;
— at the right hand side of pz the function rh (p) rapidly grows up to
A+l.
•

21

--

Figure 4. — The average number of register Rp (20) together
with the lower bound 1 + £ + 1 of (7).

Figure 4 shows the graph of the average number of registers R (20) together
with the lower bound 1 + £ + £ g i v e n i n formula (7). Near p— 1 the function
i

R (20)
#20,

u

also

2 0 = ^ -

"jumps" to 21. One reason for this is the term
220 1
. However, we do not know, how the other terms g„ behave
P
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near p=\. Clearly, as Figure 4 shows, the "stairs" of the lower bound do
not have "sharp edges".

3. FINAL REMARKS

In this paper, we have derived a lower bound for the average number of
registers R(h) over the family <F(h). However, we do not know, how good
this lower bound is. Figure 4 shows, that R(20) nearly grows linearly from a
constant smaller than 2 at p = (\/2) to height 20 near p — 1. The term g20, 20
is responsible for the jump from 20 to 21. There is only little hope to study
large values of h empirically, because of the complexity of the involved
récurrences and the huge exponents of/?, that result from these récurrences.
Although we used a relation better than that one in (4), it seems that we
loose too much information hidden in the term p(gr h_1 — gr_1 ih-x)2, which
has to be subtracted in the exact récurrence of Lemma 1.
The answer to these questions could be given, if we could find a better
upper bound for R (h) as that one cited below Lemma 3. A slight improvement
could be achieved by starting the related récurrence with g2, . . . instead of
gu . . . For large h, the probability g2h is asymptotically equal to
(1 - lp -f 2p2 -p3)/(l - 2p (1 -/>)), which can be derived from the exact récurrence by a simple generating function method. However, this improvement
doesn't seem to be good enough to obtain a real better knowledge about the
probabilities gr h.
Another aspect of this paper is the fact, that the relations of Lemma 2 are
the same as the corresponding relations for the stacksize, with the exception
of ghhi which is equal to \-plh~x
instead of 1 -ph (compare with [6],
Lemma 3). The question arises, if there is a "class of properties", in which
these relations hold. Is there another class of properties, in which similar
relations hold, but with a finer "granularity" ? For instance, in [9], the number
of internai nodes has been investigated, that cause the register-function to be
incremented. The complete binary tree of height h has 2h— 1 such critical
nodes, which means, that there are 2h different probabilities mt- h, ie[Q : 2h — 1],
to be considered.
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